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Literature

• Languages have different speech sounds

• Learning new sounds that you don’t have in your 

first language can be very hard

• Practice can help to learn the sounds
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Literature

Phonetic training: Training learners on a specific 

foreign speech contrast

• First study: trained Japanese learners on English 

/l/-/r/ contrast (Logan, Lively & Pisoni 1991)

• Variability: key to successful learning and 

generalization (Lively, Logan & Pisoni 1993)

– High Variability (multiple talkers) better than 

Low Variability (one talker) input 
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Literature

• To date: large literature with adult participants 
doing computerised training 
(e.g. Sadakata & McQueen 2014, Shinohara 2014)

• One study with Greek children (7-8yrs): 
(Giannakopoulou, Brown, Clayards & Wonnacott, 2017)

– Like adults, children can improve non-native contrasts 
through computerized phonetic training 

– BUT no benefit of HV, possible benefit of LV

• Current work: do children benefit from variability 
as much as adults have been thought to do? 
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Our experiment

• Native Dutch children, 7-8 and 11-12 years old, 

learning English vowels

Questions to answer

• Can children learn foreign vowels using a 

computerised language game? 

• Does having more variation in the learning input 

help learning? 
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Methods 

Stimuli

Words with English vowel contrasts that are 

hard for Dutch speakers, e.g.

• bed – bad

• fool – full

• luck – lock
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Methods

Participants

Dutch primary school children

• 50 7/8 year olds (± Year 3)

• 39 11/12 year olds (± Year 7)

Procedure

Pre-test Training Post-test

Day 1 Day 2 – 9 Day 10
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256 trials 

per day

128 trials 

per task

128 trials 

per task



Methods – Training program
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Methods – Training program

• Key manipulation: variation in training input

• 2 versions of the task:

– Low variability: 1 talker

– High variability: 4 talkers

• Do the results differ depending on which version 

of the training the children received? 
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Methods – Training program

• Key manipulation: variation in training input

• 2 versions of the task:
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Half of the children get LV training, 

half of the children get HV training



Methods – pre/post tests  

• Can they hear the difference between the vowels?

• Can they link vowels in words to a picture?

• Can they link vowels in words to their spelling?

• Do they know the words we are teaching them?

• Can they pronounce the vowels? 
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Methods – pre/post tests 

• Can they link vowels in words to a picture?
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Methods – pre/post tests 

• Can they link vowels in words to their spelling?
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Methods – pre/post tests 

• Can they hear the difference between the vowels?

• Can they link vowels in words to a picture?

• Can they link vowels in words to their spelling?

There are both novel and trained items in all tests.

All tests have novel speakers. 

We expect more variation in training to improve test 

performance for novel items.
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Results
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Results 
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Performance

drops after 

the weekend



Results 
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Results 

Younger children 

find this task a 

lot harder than 

older children!
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Results 
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• Older children start off 

knowing more words than 

the younger children; 

younger children find the 

task quite a lot harder!

• Both age groups learn 

similar amounts over two 

weeks of training

• Advantage of learning 

from only one talker in 

training (Low Variability)
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Results – Discrimination task
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Results – Discrimination task
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Can they link vowels in words to a picture?

Both are above chance. Younger children do not improve after training, 
and older children only improve on items they saw in training



Results – Picture identification
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Results – Picture identification
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Can they link vowels in words to a picture?

Both are above chance. Younger children do not improve after training, 
and older children improve on items they saw in training



Results – Orthography identification
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Results – Orthography identification
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Can they link vowels in words to their spelling?

Both are above chance. Younger children do not improve after training. Older 

children only improve on items they saw in training, and only with Low Variability 

training (1 talker)



Overall results

Improvement during training

Can they hear the difference between the vowels?

Can they link vowels in words to a picture?

Can they link vowels in words to their spelling?

Yes! But:

• Only older children

• They only improve after training on words they have 
heard before
– In some cases, better after low variability training

49NO EVIDENCE OF HIGH VARIABLTIY BENEFIT



Discussion

Why don’t younger children improve on tests? 

• They did improve on training, but can’t generalise to test 

with all new talkers

• Did improve in Giannakoupoulou et al (2017), but they only 

trained 1 contrast (sheep-ship)
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Discussion

Why don’t younger children improve on tests? 

• They did improve on training, but can’t generalise to test 
with all new talkers

• Did improve in Giannakoupoulou et al (2017), but they only 
trained 1 contrast (sheep-ship)

Why do older children only improve on trained items?

• Other studies with children found wider improvement, but 
trained fewer contrasts

• Adult studies did find improvement with multiple contrasts 

Maybe training several contrasts made it too complex
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Overall results

Why no variability benefit?

• Variability should help generalisation

• But: more variability makes the task more complex

• Fits with Giannakopoulou et al (2017) not finding a 

benefit of High Variability, and sometimes even a 

Low Variability benefit
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Implications

Computerised language learning could be a useful 

tool to complement language learning in the 

classroom, but: 

• Make sure the task is age-appropriate

– Our task was quite hard for younger children still while 

older children did well

• Taylor the input to the intended users

– We did not find variation in the input to be as beneficial 

for children as it may be for adults
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Thank you!

Questions?

gwen.brekelmans.15@ucl.ac.uk
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